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The Vision and Values of
Augustinian Education

A.The Augustinian School And The New 
Evangelization

This article is an extract from a letter to 
Augustinian educators by Miguel Angel 
Orcasitas O.S.A. who at that time was Prior 
General, world leader of the Augustinians.

Our purpose in the world of education

“The speci!c purpose of our schools is the Christian for-
mation and education of the students. It follows that this 

apostolate should always be regarded as an essentially pastoral 
activity, so that we teach the truth with love, and the students 
acquire, along with a humanistic and scienti!c culture, a knowl-
edge of the world, of life, and of humanity that is illumined by 
faith.” (Const.n.179).

In using the term education, we are speaking of a global 
reality that embraces the whole person and involves the entire 
educational community. As a global reality it contributes to the 
development of the multiple dimensions of the human personal-
ity. In other words, an education which transmits culture in an 
honest way, does not neglect the substance of the faith and, as 
well as that, awakens social responsibility.

In order to make clear the Augustinian purpose in the 
educational !eld, it is necessary to have a community that radi-
ates our spirit with its whole heart. $us education is imparted 
by the activity of a community which professes and proclaims 
certain speci!c values. $is community has as its inspiration the 
bountiful wellspring of Augustine. $is is the nourishing source 
and, at the same time, the ultimate horizon of our education.

Augustinian pedagogy – our teaching style
In contrast to a directive pedagogy, which would fos-

ter passivity and dependence, St. Augustine imagined the 
human being as a seed capable of development. “God would 
like to sow in every soul the seeds of intelligence, of wisdom” 
(Serm.117,11). $e function of the external master (parents, 
educators...) must be to channel the release of this hidden poten-
tial. $at intimate place, which is made up of feelings, restless-
ness, and search, is precisely where St. Augustine locates the 
encounter with God (Ena.74,9).

“In order to make clear the 
Augustinian purpose in the 
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to have a community that 
radiates our spirit with its 
whole heart. Thus education 
is imparted by the activity of 
a community which professes 
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values. This community has 
as its inspiration the bountiful 
wellspring of Augustine. This is 
the nourishing source and, at 
the same time, the ultimate 
horizon of our education.”
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cold or static concept of truth. He understands it 
as a sharing (Ena.103,2,11), dwelling in the depths 
(“springing up from the humble sources in the valley” 
Serm.104,2,3) and includes INTERIORITY (“One 
rejects truth when one lives in distraction or disper-
sal”. De beata vita,2,9).

Fidelity to the TRUTH - which includes God, 
man himself, life, history in a process of change - the 
understanding of reality demands new analyses and 
new syntheses. Fundamentally, TRUTH appears as an 
existential solution: “It is of little value to speak the 
truth with the lips and not with the heart” (Ena.14,3).

In this time of pessimism, the best service that  
the Augustinian School can render to the new evan-
gelisation is a crystal-clear statement of values. $e 
immediate and re#ex e"ect of this e"ort will be a 
renewed Augustinian School, a healthy ferment in the 
midst of the human family.

The heart of COMMUNITY
At the heart of the Augustinian School is 

located the COMMUNITY. No ministry eliminates 
the basic equality of all the baptized. “All of you form 
only one family and we, in the end, are only the pro-
viders who belong to that same family” (Serm.101,39). 
$e only Lord and Master of the community is Jesus 
Christ. A school of this kind can be brought about 
only if teachers, parents, and students, are united in 
one and the same plan of education.

Most Rev. Miguel Angel Orcasitas, O.S.A. 
Prior General of the Order of St. Augustine

Features of an Augustinian School
As Augustinians, we must o"er to society the 

characteristic features of the Augustinian School, its 
inspiration and its pedagogy. Teaching communities 
in di"erent countries are involved in this task today. It 
would be an enrichment to have a fraternal exchange 
of those texts which are used as material for study, 
as well as of the experiences which are born of their 
application in the classrooms.

The commitment to LOVE
$e process of humanization operates through 

LOVE, the most profound power of human nature (In 
Epist.Jo.2,141). St. Augustine describes it in metaphor-
ical language: “God has built a stairway in your heart 
for you to climb. $e more you love, the higher you 
climb” (Ena.83,10). To train in and for LOVE brings 
us to other central ideas of Augustinian thought. 
One trains in love by bringing the human person to 
identify with his own self — INTERIORITY — so 
that from its depths “one withdraws into oneself and 
remains apart in the embrace of one’s own being” (De 
ordine I,1,3). To train for LOVE leads to COMMU-
NITY and SOLIDARITY. A love which does not result 
in sharing freely is a vitiated love.

Whoever carries in the centre of his life the 
supports of love and of sharing, changes his per-
sonal history into a RESTLESS SEARCH (“We walk 
behind that which we seek and our search goes in 
pursuit of our love”: In Epist.ad Gal.54). Love, in the 
graphic phrase of St. Augustine, is “a restless #ame” 
(Ena.31,2,5).

The continual search for TRUTH
Another central idea in Augustinian thought 

is TRUTH. Far from St. Augustine, however, is any 
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B. Augustinian Core Values in Education 

From the millions of words of St. Augustine we have 
in our possession, only once do we have the line-up 

of the three words which we now describe as the core 
values of Augustinian life and education.

In Sermon 267,4: “Si ergo vultis vivere in Spiritu 
Sancto, tenete caritatem, amate veritatem, 
desiderate unitatem, ut perveniatis ad aeter-
nitatem.” (“If then you wish to live in the Holy 
Spirit, hold on to love, love truth, long for unity, 
so that you may reach eternity.”)

 Indeed, in the vast writings of Augustine we 
can !nd no systematic and clear presentation of a 
scheme for Christian education, he wrote no hand-
book. Augustine did write three treatises which explic-
itly move toward and sometimes circle the subjects of 
teaching and education, but he does not speak explic-
itly of core and prevalent values that might inform his 
view of education.

We know of the breadth and depth of St. Augus-
tine’s life and the enormous impact of his writings and 
teachings. John Paul II called him the “common father 
of our Christian civilization.” He is also known as “the 
second founder of the Faith” (a%er St. Paul).

But where did these values come from, why 
these three central values, and what is their connec-
tion with St. Augustine?

Identi!cation of three values or unifying virtues 
(Unitas-Union/Community; Veritas-Truth; Caritas-
Love/Charity) is the result of re#ection on the life and 
teachings of Augustine and the experience of those 
who have been touched by their experience with him 
and with them. We have come to call them the “Core 
Values” of Augustinian education.

$ese three over-arching and integrative aspects 
of Augustine’s teaching and life represent life-long 
characteristics of Augustine’s life, they represent his 
window on the Gospel expressed in words and experi-
ence and practice. While the life of Augustine is unique 
in its history and challenges and resulting response, his 
prevailing values o"er a unifying Christian pathway 
for others in their lives and ministry – in the present as 
they have been for many others in the past.

We can see that these three values support and 
express one another. Truth is the basis for our assess-
ment of reality. Truth about God as creator and source 
of life along with the coming of Jesus to be one with us 
supports and motivates our love for one another and 
roots us in deep union which is evidenced in com-
munity. To restate the articulation of the values: truth 
provides the basis for the deep unity that undergirds 
Christian community, which, in turn, expresses itself 
in love for God and neighbor.
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C. The “Content” of the Core Values

Augustinian educators are engaged in the search for God 
through the pursuit of truth. $ey seek union with God 

through love and union with God and others in the school faith 
community.

We regard our purpose in the Christian formation and 
education of students as an essentially pastoral activity. We teach 
the truth with love, and our students acquire, along with a human 
and scienti!c culture, a knowledge of the world, of life, and of 
humanity that is enlightened by faith. (Cf. Constitutions of the 
Order of St. Augustine, #179) We see education as being about 
the whole person and done in a community context.

Keeping the core values in mind, we can !nd direction in 
all aspects of school life. $ey can help focus our mission and 
suggest ways we can do the ordinary and essential school activi-
ties with greater intentionality. $e values help us weave a fabric 
of experience which is coherent and powerful.

Below you will !nd a few statements about each of the 
values, the “content” as it were. Following them are suggestions 
of the “markers” of the value – “What does the value look like 
in practice?” You are invited to enter into the discussion of the 
implications of the values – to recognize their presence, to see 
additional possibilities.

Unitas (Unity, Community) 
Union with God and Others in the School Faith 
Community

$e Christian understanding of being one with one 
another is based on our common origin in creation by God and 
re-creation in Christ.

In the words of Paul, we are one body. With the Church 
we attempt to renew the experience of the early Christian com-
munity where “the community of believers was of one heart and 
mind, and no one claimed that any of his possessions was his 
own, but they had everything in common.” (Acts 4:32)

$e relationships within the community are nourished 
by the oneness of Christ with each of us and His presence in the 
community. 

Markers of the presence of the value, what does “Unitas” 
look like?

“We teach the truth with love, 
and our students acquire, 
along with a human and 
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of the world, of life, and of 
humanity that is enlightened 
by faith.”
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(e.g., Mass, assemblies, rallies).

awareness of being members of a global com-
munity. 

and service.

Veritas (Truth) 
The Search for God through the 
Pursuit of Truth

We are rooted in the truth about ourselves 
(creation by God, re-creation in Christ), we are aware 
that God is the source of all truth. With faith and rea-
son, like two great wings, we #y to Truth.

Augustine insists that we are to “teach the truth 
in love.”

Markers of the presence of the value, what does 
“Veritas” look like?

-
cipline, and self-awareness that honest study 
requires.

Christ, and His saving message.

transcendent dignity of every human person.

and the world of ideas with an openness to the 
goodness and beauty of reality.

fashion and to express one’s thoughts clearly 
and with grace.

Caritas (Love) 
Union with God through Love

$e great commandment of Christ is to love 
God and to love neighbor. God is love. $e school 
community and relationships within it are a special 
place where this love !nds expression. 

More than any one word can express (be it love, 
concern, devotion, compassion, caring), “caritas” is 
that impulse of the Spirit of Jesus that is expressed in 
hundreds of kind and gracious ways.

It is “active friendship” that encompasses both 
love of God and neighbor. It is when the head and 
heart move into action, o%en with sacri!ce, for the 
good of another or a community.

Markers of the presence of the value, what does 
“Caritas” look like?

talents.

We can see that these three values support and 
express one another. Truth acquired through both 
faith and reason is the basis for our understanding of 
reality. Truth about God as creator and source of life 
along with the coming of Jesus to be one with us sup-
ports our love for one another. $is union with God 
and one another is evidenced in Christian community.


